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-complete [BM21]. -Envy-Free [Elb21].  
-regular [GPZ21]. -Strongly [CR17].

1 [CH21a, HCGM22]. 1/e [ST20].

2 [CH21b].

**Acceptance** [Mau21]. ACM [CM13, CM17, GÜ23]. Ad [CV15, NW18].  
Algorithmic [AER+24, FN13].  
Algorithms [BK20, SSCD14]. Allocation [AV20, CISZ21, CEK16, DSSX21, EKM18, GHLTC23, GHBBM22, NW18]. Allocations [BCIZ21, KPS18]. Alternating [CEK16].  
Approximately [CBGdK^{+20}].
Approximating [AKS^{17}]. Approximation [AZ^{21}, BK^{20}]. Arbitrage [CMV^{15}].
Arrival [DSS^{+24}]. Arrivals [DSS^{+24}]. Arrow [DGV^{16}]. Assignment
[BCH^{+20}, DSS^{+24}, FB^{17}, FSZ^{18}]. Assortment [ILM^{+21}]. Atomic
[HS^{13}, PCFM^{21}]. Auction [AKLV^{17}, GHV^{23}]. Auctioning [ADH^{15}].
Arrival [DSS^{+24}]. Arrivals [DSS^{+24}]. Arrow [DGV^{16}]. Assignment
[BCH^{+20}, DSS^{+24}, FB^{17}, FSZ^{18}]. Assortment [ILM^{+21}]. Atomic
[HS^{13}, PCFM^{21}]. Auction [AKLV^{17}, GHV^{23}]. Auctioning [ADH^{15}].
Arrival [DSS^{+24}]. Arrivals [DSS^{+24}]. Arrow [DGV^{16}]. Assignment
[BCH^{+20}, DSS^{+24}, FB^{17}, FSZ^{18}]. Assortment [ILM^{+21}]. Atomic
[HS^{13}, PCFM^{21}]. Auction [AKLV^{17}, GHV^{23}]. Auctioning [ADH^{15}].
Arrival [DSS^{+24}]. Arrivals [DSS^{+24}]. Arrow [DGV^{16}]. Assignment
[BCH^{+20}, DSS^{+24}, FB^{17}, FSZ^{18}]. Assortment [ILM^{+21}]. Atomic
[HS^{13}, PCFM^{21}]. Auction [AKLV^{17}, GHV^{23}]. Auctioning [ADH^{15}].
Arrival [DSS^{+24}]. Arrivals [DSS^{+24}]. Arrow [DGV^{16}]. Assignment
[BCH^{+20}, DSS^{+24}, FB^{17}, FSZ^{18}]. Assortment [ILM^{+21}]. Atomic
[HS^{13}, PCFM^{21}]. Auction [AKLV^{17}, GHV^{23}]. Auctioning [ADH^{15}].
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